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“CLIMATE CHANGE IS A POLITICAL CHOICE”

• About climate change
• About the politics of climate change
PROJECT PLAN

OBJECTIVES:

• research and learn about Global Warming, Climate Change and possible solutions;

• use the ICT to create, communicate, exchange information and collaborate online;

• develop writing, listening, reading and speaking skills in English as a foreign language;

• develop key competences through a series of motivating activities;

• create a European identity by learning about other countries and cultures, and infer their own.
Some activities done so far

Discussion forums on SUMMITS:

Which news, agreements, commitments have been made by world leader politicians and other influential people in the UN Climate Change Summit in New York (21-23 Sep 2019) and in Madrid (2-13 Dec 2019)?

What is your opinion? What should be done?
Learn about climate change & what politicians are or are not doing

Watch National Geographic documentary: “Before the Flood” by Leonardo di Caprio

Take part in a forum

Take part in a videoconference with student representatives of the 4 partner countries

Take part in a Kahoot challenge about the film
Create infographics and Virtual Reality Galleries in transnational groups in 9 different topics

https://www.artsteps.com/view/5e6690199520064e0d7030b8
Our climate change map
POLITICS & CLIMATE CHANGE: AT LOCAL LEVEL
ETWINNING PROJECT: THE POLITICS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

To avoid this pollution, each student should have a scooter, a bicycle so that the use of this means of transport can be reduced.

VIC (CATALONIA) (SPAIN)

MOBILITY IN VIC
Lately, Vic has added specific points to charge electric vehicles. Also, they have put more bike lanes in the city.

Aristides Montecinos

REUSABLE GLASSES
When there’s big celebrations, or even small ones, in Vic, we use reusable glasses. Basically, when you want something to drink, you go to the bar and when you pay for the drink, they give you a plastic glass that, once you have drank all of it, if you return it, they will give you what you paid for the glass and you also help the environment.

Carla Oliver
Bruno Sawyer
Take part in the UN Actnow Campaign

**Actions:**

**Discussion Forum:**
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/93164/forum/107256

When my clothes don't fit me anymore, I threw them to this container.

They are more car, then I decided to use the bicycle to come to school.

We have to bring our own bag to don't contaminate with only use plastic bags.
And more is to come

INTERNATIONAL SUMMIT ON CLIMATE CHANGE

- Political Speeches
- Persuasive Techniques
- Public Speaking
Hope this presentation has proved interesting and inspiring for your future projects

See you in
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